
Ending Jail Deaths and Solitary Confinement

People in the custody and control of sheriffs die at alarming rates — by suicide, during drug

withdrawal, from untreated pre-existing medical conditions exacerbated by inadequate jail

conditions and medical care, or from assaults committed by jail staff or other detained

individuals. More than 1,000 incarcerated people die each year. People in jails also experience

extreme physical and psychological harm in unsafe and restrictive housing conditions, such as

solitary confinement. People with severe mental health and substance use conditions should not

be in jail. But, as the chief jail operator, it is the sheriff’s responsibility to ensure that every

person in their custody has access to adequate healthcare and safe living conditions. Sheriffs

must set or modify their jail policies to treat people in their custody with care and dignity, as

well as end all forms of restrictive housing.

People in custody who need medical care, mental health services, addiction

treatment, or suicide prevention are often denied care or ignored.

● In 2018, 1,120 people detained in local jails died, the highest reported since 2000.
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From

2008 to 2019, a study of 500 jails found that at least two-thirds of the people who died in

custody were detained pretrial, meaning they were presumed innocent and never

convicted of the charges on which they were held.
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● The single leading cause of death for people in jails is suicide, accounting for almost 30%

of all jail deaths.
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A person in jail is twice as likely to die from suicide as someone in the

general U.S. population.
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● Many deaths — 40 percent in 2018
5

— happen within the first few days of admission.

This is especially true for deaths by suicide and substance use-related deaths, which have

quadrupled
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between 2000 and 2018.

● Women, the fastest growing segment of the jail population, have a higher mortality rate

than men in jails.
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● Between 2000 and 2012, death rates were highest in small jails,
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which tend to be in

rural counties where sheriffs are the primary law enforcement official. Rural jails boasted

the highest mortality rates in 2018,
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along with a 27 percent
10

uptick in jail populations.
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Sheriffs are required — but often fail — to provide proper care and safe living

conditions to people in their custody.

● Jails are ill-equipped — due to basic design, overcrowding and the lack of proper staffing

and resources — to manage the healthcare needs of people in custody
11

. In Madison,

Wisconsin, former sheriff, Dave Mahoney, acknowledged the resulting harm that occurs

when people with mental health conditions are jailed rather than treated: “[W]here are

they housed? They're housed in solitary confinement. Now you have an exacerbation of

their existing conditions because you've taken them into custody  in crisis and you locked

them in a six by nine foot solitary confinement cell in hopes of protecting them. In fact,

all you're doing is making the condition worse.”
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● Many sheriffs refuse to use medications like methadone to treat opioid disorders, despite

federal guidance, as well as the National Sheriffs’ Association, approving its use.
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As a

result, people with substance use disorders often go through withdrawal without proper

medical care in jail. Once released, the same people are much more likely to die of an

overdose.
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● Contracting with private medical providers rarely makes jails safer, and care in those

facilities is grossly inadequate
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. Many sheriffs receive significant campaign contributions

from private medical providers, who then receive contracts to provide medical and

mental health care to people in custody
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. These contracts often include incentives to

curb costs, including by avoiding trips to the hospital.

● Rather than provide appropriate treatment for people experiencing crises related to

chronic illnesses, mental health conditions, or substance use, jail officials often designate

these individuals as difficult to manage and resort to physical restraint or solitary

confinement to control their behaviors
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.
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As a first step, sheriffs have the power to end the use of solitary confinement.

● Solitary confinement, also known as restrictive housing, generally refers to holding a

person inside a cell for 22 hours or more per day, often without access to activities,

programming, or amenities available to those housed in the jail’s general population.

● Detained individuals in the general population are often housed in similarly restrictive

conditions as solitary confinement. In a recent survey, 23 percent of jails reported that

they hold at least some people in the general population area in their cells for 22 hours or

more per day.
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Other jail units — such as the intake, medical, and mental health units —

also reported holding people in their cells for 22 hours or more per day.
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● People with mental health conditions were more likely to report spending time in solitary

confinement compared to people without them.
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● Solitary confinement can begin to have a devastating impact on a person’s mental health

after even a short amount of time: it exacerbates pre-existing conditions and causes new

conditions to develop, such as anxiety, depression, hallucinations, and paranoia.
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● The effects of solitary confinement do not end when a person is released from solitary, as

people who spend time in solitary confinement are far more likely than those who did

not to either die or be re-incarcerated within one year of being released from prison.
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All sheriffs who control jails must:

● First, make sure that people with substance use disorder and mental health issues never

enter the jail, using the powers outlined in the papers on arrests and jail construction

● End solitary confinement and other forms of restrictive housing.

● Ensure people with substance use disorders receive all forms of Medication Assisted

Treatment (MAT).

● Ensure the completion of a full, independent audit of their health system, from booking

to discharge, and ensure contractors for medical care are measured on quantifiable

health outcomes.

● End the practice of overcharging and limiting access to key medical, commissary, phone

and other services. Ensure incarcerated people have unlimited access to communication

with loved ones.

● Refuse to take campaign donations from any entity seeking a contract with the office.
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